THE SECRETS OF WINNING A WAR
Washington as Strategist

Both sides regroup

Post Saratoga:
- Efforts:
  - France =
  - Spain =
  - Admiral de Grasse
- Increasing efforts for peace
- Withdrawal of troops!
- Congress wants independence!

Washington's Secret War

Break the Rules of War:
- Hit & run tactics, attack supply lines
- Cold hunger, disease, bare feet
- Foraging expeditions
- Stimulus ondraak
- Training Program
WASHINGTON'S SECRET WAR

Spy Network

TRIAL OF TREASON

Ticonderoga, Quebec, Saratoga, Military Commander of Philadelphia

Plot:
- Plotted to sell a Plot against

TURNING THE WORLD UPSIDE DOWN

The American Victory
THE FIGHT CONTINUES...

- Frontier Fighting
  - Militiamen in PA
  - Washington orders destruction of Iroquois League
- War in the South
  - Brits — Clinton, Cornwallis
- Am.
  - Reasons for British failure in the South:
    - British forces harsh = stimulates resistance
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Frontier Fighting

- Militiamen in PA
- Washington orders destruction of Iroquois League

THE WORLD TURNED UPSIDE DOWN

Yorktown (1781)

British Fleet = Problem!

Peacemakers kick some tail

Results:

- Break Brit supremacy
- Am/French forces unite at Oct 17, 1781
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AMERICA

- Yorktown (1781)
- British Fleet = Problem!
- Peacemakers kick some tail

Results:

- Break Brit supremacy
- Am/French forces unite at Oct 17, 1781

“THE WORLD TURNED UPSIDE DOWN”

MINE EYES HAVE SEEN THE GLORY...

Discussion questions:

- What was the most important reason that provoked Americans to fight for their independence?
- Which people made this revolution a success and why?
- What were some turning points in the revolution that made it a success in the end?